From: Gary Gevisser
To: Sargent Amanda Lopez - Amanda.lopez2@us.army.mil
Cc: rest; mel gevisser <mgevisser@sbcglobal.net>; wineishealthy@gmail.com; 60m@cbsnews.com; Att-sec@israelemb.org; augusbenito@hotmail.com; dengakol@aol.com; dennisprager@dennisprager.com; drudge@drudgereport.com; g00g0lpl3x@gmail.com; grundfest@stanford.edu; jrk@class-action-law.com; kingdelmar@aol.com; kstandard@ebglaw.com; mary.campbell@wsj.com; mayor.mayor@capetown.gov.za; mgkramer@cbs2ny.com; president@whitehouse.gov; senator@kennedy.senate.gov; shunit@att.net; sundays@cbsnews.com; uz2bwizardx2@yahoo.com; vschiff@wetherlycapital.com; ymags@jpost.com; Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com>; artbell-coast <artbell@mindspring.com>; derrick beare <derrick.beare@investec.co.uk>; Devin Standard <devinstandard@yahoo.com>; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention <edepstein@worldnet.att.net>; Howard Schultz - Founder Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks <intinq@starbucks.com>; John Pollard <jkpjkp@alum.mit.edu>; Leah Brandon - KFI 640 AM <leahbrandon@clearchannel.com>; Roger W. Robinson <rwrcorp@aol.com>; Ron - AIG <ron.bellows@aig.com>; Valerie Schulte Esq. - National Association of Broadcasters <vschulte@nab.org>

Sent: Monday, March 31, 2008 1:49:29 PM
Subject: MONEY IS NO OBJECT - DONT YOU FEEL STUPID - little stones used to wage war - "STICKS AND STONES BREAK BONES BUT WORDS KILL" - ZENA GEVISSER - DEBATE - SOUTH AFRICAN HOUSES OF PARLIMENT - 48 HOURS FROM NOW - credible - interesting interview with Helen Zille - criticisizing the ANC

Dear Amanda,

Let me first mention that my middle brother, Melvin Gevisser is currently online and may or may not know that I am online. Melvin who you will recall raising his arms during a photoshoot in Israel's Golan Heights in July 1966 when I pointed towards him an Israeli made Uzi submachine gun first handed to me by an Israeli Special Forces commando, served like most white South Africans of our generation in the South African Defense Force during the South African Apartheid Regime's most brutal rule that included developing and implementing biological weapons systems.

Suffice to say I have having trouble cutting and pasting that very telling photo in to this email but feel free to let me know if you can no longer imagine it and I will find "sum" [sic] way to get it to you. Right now I am looking at this very frustrated, disappointed African American kid looking at me from the side of my Fujitsu computer screen and the words above read, "I Cannot Believe You Don't Have Life Insurance!" and the words immediately below his photo which you can very possibly see on your own computer screen, "CLICK HERE" for a montage of photos showing me in my initial "training".

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/geviseris-in%20training.gif

Gold last trading at US$917.20 a troy ounce and the masses of the world have yet to be informed of the most extraordinary meltdown now taking place in the US controlled capital and financial markets that prevents those of us the most out of shape both physically and mentally getting a peaceful nights sleep let alone getting out there and exercizing.
Not to mention the Diamond Invention's collapse is also only moments in time away from occurring from which there is no hope in hell of recovery at least not in the lifetimes of us human beings.

Do you think there is some credence to my very brilliant French-Canadian wife's position that the reason that we are afforded sleep is to prevent us humans from doing even more damage?

Following a healthy lunch I plan to spend at least a couple of hours this afternoon in the surf even if it is too choppy to take out my wave ski.

What do you plan to do apart from thinking about me doing a seminar-workshop explaining the move by the De Beers controlled US Federal Reserve to nationalize the private banks that they don’t already own which you of course realize only delays the day of reckoning?

Have you ever visited a foreign country when a barreelful of worthless-fictitious currency couldn’t afford a loaf of bread?

Do you remember my Brazilian friend Philippe working in the wine section of the very expensive Harvest Market located in the Del Mar Plaza?

Do you think the partners of the Il Forniao restaurant chain are increasingly worried about all their Mexican staff deciding not to wait for the total collapse of the US-De Beers Dollar before heading back to Mexico and to start with helping to build that wall US Americans have been insisting gets built without even thinking to ask Mexico to pay for it?

Each of us has to find our own way; to deal with the truth about why now exactly you are choosing to "play ostrich" goes back to when you and I first met a couple of years or so ago when you were parading America's most advanced weaponry all the while using disgusting, so very greasy hotdogs to recruit those young without Trust-Hush-Funds being drafted in the United States of America's economic draft and I suggested amongst a number of things that not only would healthy apples be more enticing, at least to someone like myself who understands the importance of you are what you eat and the company you keep versus constantly thinking about feeding my fat cells and why there is now increasing evidence of obesity linked to dementia, but at least equal in importance that our military should be paid a fair wage, at least comparable to US mercenaries, to do the bidding of the De Beers Anglo American Cartel, the mafia of mafia, the special interest of special interest group who can pay their soldiers in untraceable, lightweight and never inventoried diamond currency and who have owned the US Government for more than a century now; and moreover, you are not the only one choosing to be so deafeningly silent on this truth, so very unwilling to debate me on the merits knowing that I speak the truth, the whole truth and nothing but the truth.

Notice how you find it increasingly difficult to even call on God to help you get through your self-inflicted crisis if for nothing else out of sheer embarrassment.
Given how you are a top recruiter for the United States Army-National Guard you may not want to share all the knowledge you have of the United States Government having provided the military might for an uninterrupted 45 odd year period that allowed the Apartheid Regime to not only seize power on May 26th, 1948 some 12 following Israel's official start of its War of "Independance" [sic] that didn’t go as planned given how Israel had not only the battle plans of the invading Arab armies backed to the hilt by the British-American superpowers, but much more importantly had its most trusted commandos already in the enemy camp.

Just because you have now also decided that you have heard enough and you are faced with very significant legal issues of disclosure, forget for the moment what your conscience is telling you to do the right thing, does not mean that you should get your wish of no longer being a voyeur and getting your "kicks" as well as gaining competitive advantage over your fellow Americans not as well armed as you with my so very insightful Knowledge-Information-Light.

I also understand perfectly well your greatest fear right this very moment as you reflect on the fact that you have been so very demonstrative in telling me to "go to hell" that I will develop in time sufficient critical mass of people throughout the world who do actually care about things beginning with rigged markets.

Let me give you a very simple to understand problem and solution at the very same time.

Here in Del Mar, California small businesses are going out of business left, right and center because the owners simply cannot afford the high rent, period.

So you first say, "That is the free market system at work. We should not tell landlords how much to charge and if they charge too much then they would lose good tenants and "inveetable" [sic] go out of business themselves causing the rents to be lowered and again market forces bringing everything in time back in to balance, once again."

Then I remind you of the two diamond-money laundering stores just 30 paces apart that are still in business, both having been there on the west side of Highway 101, opposite Starbucks, just south of 15th Street for "donkey years"; the much larger one established in 1978, the year I arrived in the United States armed with a "Letter of Introduction" to take over from my father's first cousin, David Gevisser as the American head of the De Beers Anglo American Cartel.

I will be calling you as one of my first witnesses to forge more of the ground swell movement to impeach each and every member of the United States Congress.

I now want the name and rank of your Commanding Officer.

Also if you think it is important let me know what you meant by "UNCLASSIFIED" QUESTION MARK, QUESTION MARK, QUESTION MARK, QUESTION MARK which I take it is what you were intending to type but were either in too much of a hurry or possibly just shaking in your boots.
Not to mention that it is not only your Commanding Officer as well as President George W. Bush our Commander In Chief of all US Armed Forces who understand the very significance of those two money laundering-wholesale-retail diamond stores located just 30 paces apart here in heavily real estate and city council corrupt Del Mar, California where many locals can no longer afford to buy their basic needs given the very high prices charged by those food establishments yet to go out of business who as time goes by will, along with their patrons, question that much more, thanks to me and now you helping to increase the circle of those "dependant" [sic] upon my insight and analysis of the important events of the day, how such wholesale-retail diamond-money laundering operations can afford their rent apart from their bosses De Beers fixing the price of diamond currency at always more than a barrel of oil.

"In War Money Is No Object!"

To mention little again of US military personnel being the most underpaid of all the world's military which of course I can not only answer why that is, but how very dangerous it is should those of our military personnel on bases in 130 of the 190 countries decide to "turn" having figured out that their elected and non-elected government officials are not in the least bit motivated by stuff such as "love of country" let alone "the spread of freedom and democracy" for that would entail having "free and fair markets" and that is the last thing De Beers, the central bank of central banks, the lender of last resort would want to see happen, instead depending on people like yourself to remain voyeurs as well as selfish.

Don’t you just feel so very stupid, so very sick to your stomach just trying to mouth the words, "Love of money"?

Yes, how quickly you had forgotten that you and pretty much everyone you know, apart from me, has no loyalty to family, religion, ethnic group but rather loyal to those singularly focused on hooking them on "love of money" and willing to share it with those willing to turn a blind eye who of course suffer from low self-esteem, so very lazy, not in the least bit interested in really having to work all that hard, let alone have to break a sweat, that now has you thinking but just for a moment how much you would like to be a Trust-Hush-Fund kid who has to constantly grovel from their parents and grandparents hell bent on ruling from the grave.

Does the thought ever enter your head that I could also be right about selfish people returning first as shellfish?

----- Original Message -----
From: "Lopez, Amanda T SGT NGCA" <amanda.lopez2@us.army.mil>
To: Gary Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Monday, March 31, 2008 12:00:14 PM
Subject: [U] RE: LITTLE STONES USED TO WAGE WAR - "STICKS AND STONES BREAK BONES BUT WORDS KILL" - ZENA GEVISSER - DEBATE - SOUTH AFRICAN HOUSES OF PARLIMENT - 48 HOURS FROM NOW - credible - interesting interview with Helen Zille - criticisizing the ANC

UNCLASSIFIED////
PLEASE REMOVE ME FROM YOUR DISTRIBUTION LIST.

...

UNCLASSIFIED////
Dear Mr. President,

You may in fact receive during the course of the next 48 hours several copies of the two emails I sent Mayor of Cape Town, South Africa, Helen Zille given how I am transitioning over to a new computer system.

Let me assure you that there is little that can distract a single human being from my writings these days not even members of your cabinet as well as the US Congress and not to forget the US Supreme Court who can only hope that the utterly nonsense, so very revolting "fun and games" going on right now "sumwhat" [sic] distracting with granting more powers to the US Federal Reserve that has been under the command and control of private banks from its very beginnings, beginning with those same private banks led by J. P. Morgan financing De Beers at the turn of the last century right at the same time the US Congress approved J.P. Morgan and Co. now controlled by De Beers, the central bank of central banks, financing two most important wars, the American led 8 Allied Nations invasion of China where we butchered and then stole all of China's gold that was harvested and the Anglo Boer War of 1899-1902 where the Boer-Farmer "guerrela" [sic] fighters were led by the brilliant Jan Smuts who never forgot either the Concentration Camps set up by the British in support of De Beers who were founded by Cecil Rhodes not quite as good a scholar as Smuts or the fact that the Boers captured aristocrat Winston Churchill who received the most excellent treatment when captured let alone not killed when in search of his sidearm Afrikaner Louis Botha and his men saw fit to give him the "benefit of the doubt" all the while it was no secret that Churchill, Rhodes and Co. had enslaved and then starved to death some 20,000 Afrikaner old men, women and children.

It takes even less of a memory to read what the newspapers in South Africa now under the ANC government had to say about Rhodes' successor Harry Oppenheimer who died at age 91 back in 2000
having inherited the De Beers empire from his father Ernest who took control of De Beers in 1929, a most fateful year for the financially poor throughout the world.

Below is a hyperlink taking you to this very sickening article that simply refers to Harry Oppenheimer as being "ambiguous" [sic] in his opposition to the United States of America's South Africa Apartheid Regime while benefitting handsomely from its slave wage earning policies.


As you click on the hyperlink above you will see my close personal friend Tony Leon, still leader of the opposition party to the ANC government paying tribute to Harry Oppenheimer, the full paragraph reading:

"Harry Oppenheimer was a man of great intellect, huge personal charm and extraordinary generous philanthropy," said Tony Leon, leader of the opposition Democratic Party. "He was also first and foremost a nonracial liberal."

In 1995 when Tony and I spent a great deal of time together and when not partying around Cape Town we would sit quietly in my Royal Mater-Mother's one of a kind bachelor pad in Heron Water, located on Clifton 2nd Beach, talking about Harry Oppenheimer and Co. although it was Tony doing most of the talking, searching out a way to expose the Oppenheimer family.

My French-Canadian wife is now getting out of the shower and I want to begin preparing her breakfast without Marie Dion Gevisser having to ask.

Continuing...

__________________________________________
From: Gary Gevisser
To: Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town - mayor.mayor@capetown.gov.za
Cc: rest; 60m@cbsnews.com; Att-sec@israelemb.org; drudge@drudgereport.com; g00g0ipl3x@gmail.com; gbagg@earthlink.net; jack.goldblatt@health.wa.gov.au; joeyriley@netzero.net; johnstossel@abcnews.com; kingdelmar@aol.com; kstandard@ebglaw.com; marsha.seff@uniontrib.com; mary.campbell@wsj.com; mgkramer@cbs2ny.com; patti.smith@treasury.gov.za; Howard Schultz - Founder Chairman and Global Strategist for Starbucks <intinq@starbucks.com>; howardstern@sternshow.com;
gshapiro@eiconferences.compery@iafrica.com; president@whitehouse.gov; senator@kennedy.senate.gov; shunit@att.net; Austin Auger <austinauger@gmail.com>; david altman <david.altman@email.it>; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention <edepstein@worldnet.att.net>; FBI - Sand Diego FBI <sandiego@fbi.gov>; John Pollard
Please note the edits/additions in green.

Please also note my use of the word "stupid" is a "play off" of you referring to the black South African electorate who have yet to see the benefits of mostly Lily White Wheaty Eating South African elitists and their stooge billionaire Uncle Toms trickling down the costs of getting rich on to the backs of the poor who are not stupid simply grossly misinformed.

The most incredibly stupid thing I can think of is any credible South African politician, "Timbutu" [sic] "politician" [sic], etc etc not bringing De Beers into the equation when talking about each and every one of their corrupt regimes "begining" [sic] with the United States of America followed in the next breath by the South African regimes of the National-Socialist-Nazi Party and the current ANC regime.

Again, I am very possibly the most credible person in the world who is now putting you under the brightest of bright spotlights given my intimate knowledge of how the De Beers Anglo American Cartel have the means using their diamond currency to first after making the laws that they don’t have to abide by, buy off the opposition such as yourselves.

Remember, in 1995 your leader Tony Leon and I didn’t simply pose for a photo shoot.

Ps - As I put my F-C wife to sleep having read back what I just wrote above, Marie Dion Gevisser now saying, "Do you ever wonder why I put up with him it is all sex, 1% is the rest" let me make note of the additional hyperlinks I have added including one taking to you a rather interesting article about my Charm School teacher mother, Zena Gevisser, whose command of the English language is second only to my French speaking French-Canadian wife whose command of English is "nothing to sneeze at".

Not to mention THE EXTRAORDINARY LIFE OF AN INSPIRATIONAL WOMAN article contains very carefully worded facts but nothing quite as revealing to the Money Power elite as her photographed with Pandit Nehru of India.

To mention little of it doubtful you have ever heard of a single person, let alone a Lily White Wheaty Eater who along with my father was the private guest for a period of two weeks of the Prime Minister of the second largest population on earth.

Bless the day when South Africa will soon be free of all the hypocrites and the its peoples are in a position to demand retribution for all the mineral resources stolen by those totally relying on the barrel
of a gun, let alone back wages for its enslaved masses and why not simply limit that time period between 1948 when the Apartheid Regime seized power in the most extraordinarily calculated coup de tete in the history of the world and 1994 when Mandela received his payoff for paying homage to his and his peoples' oppressors in his so very easy to understand, and so transparent 11,700 word "I am Prepared to Die" speech which of course should have been titled, "I am NOT Prepared to Die"

You should have no difficulty assuming you have not let your formal education interfere with your learning getting over all the distractions I have very carefully interlaid in my communiqués bearing in mind that my command of the English language while not quite up to par with my "command of numbers" isn’t exactly shabby either and why it is that there is not a single individual of any prominence, from the lowest elected and non-elected government official to all the so-called Leaders of the Free World willing to engage me in debate either in person or why not before the South African Houses of "Parliment" [sic], say 48 hours from now?

I now must leave to join my F-C wife already on her sunset walk above the bluffs of Del Mar, the waters of the magnificent Pacific Ocean relatively rough and the sunset now emerging so beyond belief spectacular I only hope MDG who took the camera before she left remembers to take a photo.

From: Gary Gevisser
To: Helen Zille - Mayor of Cape Town - mayor.mayor@capetown.gov.za
Cc: rest; Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com>; g00glpl3x@gmail.com; Att-sec@israelemb.org; Mossad <mohr@tehila.gov.il>; Leah Brandon - KFI 640 AM <leahbrandon@clearchannel.com>; kathy gd <dkdanziger@bigpond.net.au>; tony unruh <unruhboyer@earthlink.net>; leelisa selbo <lsa@tinyonline.co.uk>; derrick beare <derrick.beare@investec.co.uk>; david altman <david.altman@email.it>; patti.smith@treasury.gov.za; Edward Jay Epstein - Author of The Diamond Invention <edepstein@worldnet.att.net>; nick.canepa@uniontrib.com; Devin Standard <devinstandard@yahoo.com>; 60m@cbsnews.com
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2008 1:58:56 PM
Subject: CREDIBLE --- interesting interview with Helen Zille - criticizing the ANC

Dear Ms. Ziller:

I thought it smart not to wait for you to respond to Mr. Adam L. Tucker and in so doing mitigate the possibility of you making a tragic move of communicating with either one or more of your colleagues and/or adversaries and run the risk that any one of them would possibly do much more than “take your words out of context” whether written or verbal which of course is bad enough.

Before discussing the top photo contained in the hyperlink below showing your party’s leader Tony Leon and me and my mother Zena Gevisser, and her second husband clothing magnet Alan Zulman outside Nelson Mandela’s offices in the Houses of Parliment
of Parliament South Africa taken in 1995 within days of my Royal Mater and I returning from Johannesburg where we had both met independently with my father's first cousin, David Gevisser the American head of the Debeers Anglo American Cartel one day after I had met with Trevor Manual who back then, one year after Mandela was given the reigns of power was South Africa's Minister of Trade and Industry

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/houses-of-parliment.gif

allow me to explain to you what it felt like when I was visited by two members of South Africa's Secret Police at my offices at 100 Wilshire Blvd, Santa Monica, California in the summer of 1989 after I had returned from China and before taking an assignment to head up the restructuring team of all the billionaire Krok family of South Africa's assets and liabilities outside of South Africa.


My footprint on the internet is of ingenious design and you would do well to pay attention how whether or not you respond it will inevitably increase exponentially that again, extraordinary footprint.

http://nextraterrestrial.com/pdf/zg-extra.gif

You would do well to remember who my Royal Mater-Mother is and was back in 1978 when I immigrated from South Africa to the United States the most powerful woman in South Africa if not the most "Money Power" person in the world, some 7 odd years after my uncle David Gevisser took control of the world's greatest fortune.

Bottom line, if you say who you are I can help you achieve the transformation beginning with the "outlook" of only corrupt people including of course most if not all of the ANC government that black people who are poor, some 95% of Black South Africans are stupid, that poverty is somehow a "disease" brought by things such as "Poverty of Thought" that come about from economic poverty which is all contrived, inevitably leading to one most out of control vicious circle that given my footprint on the internet is now in real time being used to serve as a lightening rod, you surely able to visualize the transition to a tail spin.

You may have already done enough research to know that my father was a Fighter-Bomber-Pilot during World Oil War II having tucked under his belt some 71 odd miraculous missions dive bombing the crap out of the DAAC Nazi bastards over the skies of northern Italy and to have reached Auschwitz and the such would have taken not much ingenuity on the part of David Ben Gurion heading the Hagannah, Jewish underground movement in Jerusalem, Israel given how very well informed Ben Gurion was by Afrikaner Field Marshall Jan Smuts.
What I am revealing in the course of the past 24 hours were my timing not right could result in the almost certain immediate death of me and my non-Jewish French-Canadian wife who represents the essence of the most powerful Jewish woman in our most glorious history.

This again, I know, versus believe.

You would do well to have a communication with me, the sooner the better for you, given how I could be on a plane in 24 hours all the while throwing in my hat to become the next President of South Africa.

Let me now quickly tell you about the second photo in the hyperlink showing me in front of two buildings donated by the Kroks of South Africa on the campus of Bar Ilan University, taken on my first trip to Israel immediately after I had been hired by Solly Krok of Twins Pharmaceuticals South Africa to do a review of his and identical twin brothers international holdings that included some US$30 million invested in an automotive device engineered and manufactured by Philips BV who had been assigned the task of discrediting the "clown" Krok Brothers and all those who had invested with them.

You would know that Bar Ilan University helped breed the ultra orthodox Jewish murderer who "assasinated" [sic] the awesomely great Yitzchak Rabin, Prime Minister of Israel in early November 1995 not long after both my Royal Mother and I had met, again on two separate occasions, but within a day or "tTOo" [sic] of one another, with her "lucky friend" my uncle Dave Gevisser who blurted out during an intimate family dinner gathering at his home in Johannesburg, just around the corner from that one lunatic asylum, that I was "naive", my mother of course not knowing the intimate details of my earlier nearly all day meeting with my father's first cousin.


You shouldn't be in the least bit confused by the my interchanging the way I referance certain family members as well as strangers to keep having you guessing just a little but not be all that distracted by not knowing who precisely in the blind copied section who on occasion get a sampling of others in the blind copied section that certain people in the blind copied section have never received.

You talk about some "analysis" or another in the very excellent interview with a prick of Lily White Wheaty Eating journalist who looked like he came directly out of the DAAC camp and I would know, not only because I am Israeli Military Intelligence trained even though I never signed on officially to join them or the Mossad despite being given more opportunities than you would care to believe given how each time I refused I became that much "credible".

http://www.just3ants.com/emails/debeers/default.shtml
You should examine carefully that Israeli Military Intelligence report analysis by Adam L. Tucker on www.just3ants.com and I believe it contains reference to a non-Jewish Polish man intentionally imprisoning himself in Auschwitz in order to get a first hand account of the mass murders some 10,000 mostly Jewish people being exterminated every day.

http://www.just3ants.com/imireport/default.shtml

Again, the greatest friend the Jewish people have ever known since Jesus Christ, Jan Christian Smuts, played a pivotal role in not only saving all the rest of European Jewry from the murderous DAAC Nazis but guiding ever so carefully the Jewish Underground in Palestine to defend against the Arab armies vastly greater in number and more importantly backed up to the hilt by the combined military might of the Allied Forces who ruled supreme all over the world back on May 14th, 1948, the official start of Israel’s War of Independence that so few brain dead people even think to ask for example,

Why would this fledging State of Israel having to deal with the wholesale slaughter of 6 million of its finest people have to pick up a single rifle let alone prepare for a war that each and every military commander apart from Smuts and Ben Gurion and his most trusted consigliores believed overwhelmingly would last no more than a few hours when the State of Israel would be completely overrun and then we Jewish people who survived that final onslaught would be able to sit back in South Africa and ponder stuff like, “If there wasn’t a black problem in South Africa there would be a Jewish problem?

Throughout the 21 years I lived in God-forsaken South Africa, I was so very embarrassed mostly by each and every Jewish person outside of my own immediate family, but at the same time I knew enough from both my grandfathers to give everyone the benefit of the doubt that they too were doing everything they could do and when that wasn’t enough to do whatever was necessary.

Below is the so very important "back and forth" between Tefo Mohapi whose mother Joyce Mohapi spent a night in jail during the June 1976 Soweto uprisings, and my journalist-author cousin Mark Gevisser going back to April 2005; not to mention you would understand that while today people like Tefo have a far superior command of the English language than most if not all our most gifted kids who attend nonsense teaching universities like MIT and Cornell University where the catering section fatten up fatso north America for already over the top fatcat "cardiogists" [sic] so over paid it is really really funny once of course you are to see things from my current vantage point - the crooks are going down -, it is young people like Tefo who have suffered horribly the result of when speaking amongst their peers most often choose to speak in the language of their captors-predators-slap slave masters.
You understand the business of corrupt governments is to corrupt grass roots organizations “befire” [sic] they take root, and the OXford and Cambridge so very lazy can’t get enough of a kick when they hear English being spoken back in their country clubs scattered all over the world, the likes of Tefo having no clue who is “friend and “foe”.

Great that we are all so increasingly wired!

My wife and I are off on a bike ride on my superfast Ducati ST4S - I will have Adam L. Tucker check for edits and then send you an updated version before broadcasting it.

From: Mark Gevisser
To: Tefo Mohapi
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2005 10:14 AM
Subject: Re: Gevisser’s

Thanks Tefo, no hard feelings.
Mark Gevisser
+27 (0)21 7861086 (tel/fax)
+27 (0) 83 2673748 (cell)
mgevisser@iafrica.com

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Tefo Mohapi
To: Mark Gevisser
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2005 9:07 AM
Subject: Re: Gevisser’s

Was just asking ’cause I read in one of his e-mails.

Apologies, won’t interfere again.

All the best. Looking forward to the book.
tefo

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Mark Gevisser
To: Tefo Mohapi
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2005 11:16 PM
Subject: Re: Gevisser’s

Hi Tefo
Not quite sure how to take your question, or why you are asking it. I doubt Mbeki knows --or should know-- anything about Moshal Gevisser
except that his mother bought her goods wholesale from them for her trading store. If you're referring to the abusive nonsense my very tragically disturbed cousin spews out, I'm afraid I blocked his email so stopped reading it ages ago.

Mark Gevisser
+27 (0)21 7861086 (tel/fax)
+27 (0) 83 2673748 (cell)
mgevisser@iafrica.com

----- Original Message ----- 
From: Tefo Mohapi
To: Mark Gevisser
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2005 6:16 PM
Subject: Gevisser's

Mark,

Knowing very well that what I'm about to ask you is most probably none of my business, I was just curious as to how much Thabo Mbeki knows about your family and it's history.

More especially The Moshal Gevisser Group of Companies.

As I said, I'm just curious being a South African and knowing you to be quite articulate from reading what you have written.

Kgotso! (Peace)
Tefo Mohapi
Executive Consultant
Tel: +27 11 457 7824
Fax: +27 11 457 7871
Mobile: +27 72 686 2056
Email: tefo@breinsystems.co.za
Website: www.breinsystems.co.za

April 11th 2005, 9:30 AM
Thanks for your reply once again.

Kgotso!
tefo
Yes that's right
William Mervin Gumede. It's more an analysis of Mbeki's presidency than a full biography

Mark Gevisser
+27 (0)21 7861086 (tel/fax)
+27 (0) 83 2673748 (cell)
mgevisser@iafrica.com

Thank you.
I was getting confused as I saw one in another bookshop written by someone with a gumede surname if I'm not wrong.
From: Tefo Mohapi
To: Mark Gevisser
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2005 5:40 PM
Subject: Release Date for book

Hi Mark,

I got your e-mail address from one of the e-mails that your cousin, Gary S. Gevisser, sent.

I have been checking out various bookstores after reading in the Financial Mail that your autobiography of Thabo Mbeki will be published this year. When is it available?

Kgotso!

Tefo Mohapi
Executive Consultant

----- Forwarded Message ----
From: Adam L Tucker <adam@just3ants.com>
To: Gary Gevisser <gevisser@sbcglobal.net>
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2008 11:24:14 AM
Subject: interesting interview with Helen Zille - criticizing the ANC

http://www.helenzille.co.za/

From: Adam L Tucker [mailto:adam@just3ants.com]
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2008 8:48 AM
To: 'mayor.mayor@capetown.gov.za'
Subject: Steve Biko - Diamond Currency
Dear Helen,

I am an American and just recently learned of the Steve Biko and in particular your role in bravely exposing the truth about his death. I assume that Mr. Biko’s death played a role in your decision to run for political office as the current Mayor of Cape Town.

Undoubtedly you are familiar with De Beers Anglo-American and the concept of diamond currency; but what you may be unaware of is the internet presence of a Jewish South African, Gary S. Gevisser, a former high ranking employee of De Beers Anglo-American. His uncle David Gevisser is the current executor of the estate for Charles Engelhard which puts him in control of the Engelhard’s controlling block of shares for Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals Inc. As you are probably aware Engelhard Minerals and Chemicals worked side by side with De Beers and stole platinum and gold from SA during the Apartheid regime.

You may also have heard of writer Mark Gevisser, David Gevisser’s son and the author of the official biography of Tabo Mbeki.

Gary S Gevisser has devoted his life to exposing truth, and though he kept his mouth shut for nearly 24 years following his employment with De Beers, he is now public with his intimate knowledge of their organization as well as being in attendance of price fixing meetings conducted on US soil; which provides the jurisdiction for the corrupt US Justice Department which has been neglected to stop the systemic control of De Beers and their “contributions” to both of the United States’ political parties.

We have established just3ants.com to showcase and expose truth and the people that have benefited from De Beers systemic control.

This is a time to stand together and stand tall; every time a person sees us standing up for what is right, it plants a seed in their minds. When they see enough of us, they will grow and stand with us!

Kgotso – Peace

Adam L. Tucker
www.just3ants.com